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This article presents a numerical model predicting the per-
formance of a microalgae biofaçade. The core of the model
is the association of radiative, convective, and conductive heat
transfers. These key physical phenomena are modulated by ac-
tual weather data and coupled to a biological model of the mi-
croalga Chlorella vulgaris. Based on the conjunction of temper-
ature and illumination predictions, the biofaçade performances
are categorized between low, adequate, high temperature ×
light-deficient, light-sufficient conditions. The capabilities of the
model (dissection of acute events to year-round performance
prediction) are illustrated using the city of Marseille, France,
over the year 2020. The numerical behavior of the model it-
self is then analyzed. The influence of the Urban Heat Island
submodel is discussed, and a global sensitivity analysis (Sobol’s
indices) is led to assess the impact of uncertain physical param-
eters. The model accuracy is evaluated at 7.4 % of the total day-
time (under conservative assumptions) . The most influential
parameters are the microalgae culture emissivity and the build-
ing indoor emissivity. All in all, the confidence in this model is
high enough so that it can be used to design a biofaçade numer-
ically.
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1. Introduction
Façade-integrated microalgae photobioreactors (in short bio-
reactive façades or biofaçades) are regarded as a potential
synergy between a building and a biological system, belong-
ing to a group of technological solutions paving the way to-
ward high-performance architectures (1, 2). Indeed, combin-
ing the microalgal and advanced building technologies could
bring benefits greater than the sum of each one taken indi-
vidually. On the microalgae side, production technologies

are often divided into two categories: open systems (such
as raceway ponds) and closed systems (or photobioreactors).
The first ones are inexpensive but have low productivity and
high land requirement. Their modest performances can be
explained by their ease of contamination and large volume,
making them difficult to control (e.g., modifying the cul-
ture medium temperature). On the contrary, closed systems
are more compact, often well-instrumented, and highly con-
trolled. Consequently, they are more costly. Therefore, in-
tegrating them in a building could help reduce their costs
by providing vertical support, utilities (water, thermal reg-
ulation, ...), and possibly nutrients (carbon dioxide recovered
from the building, for example). On the building side, bene-
fits are also anticipated. Integrating photobioreactors could
provide shading, improve thermal comfort (by modulating
incident heat better than glazing in summer), generate rev-
enues, and be considered aesthetic enhancements.

Despite the great promises of this technology, to date, only
a few studies can be found in the literature. Among them,
the experimental investigation of Pruvost et al. is of note
(3). The authors investigated Chlorella vulgaris growth in
this type of culture device in the context of CO2 biofixation.
The test campaign lasted one year and delivered key figures
to assess the device’s biotechnological performance. In addi-
tion, the authors showed that the energetic relevance of such
a system was conditioned to optimal thermal interaction with
the building hosting it. Nevertheless, they also acknowledge
that fine understanding and modeling of thermal integration
was complex and laid outside of the scope of their work.

Thermal performances of a biofaçade are not only crucial
from a biotechnological point of view, but they are also piv-
otal from a building efficiency perspective. Indeed, most of
the thermal losses occur through the façade (4). It is there-
fore important to qualify and limit the system’s overall ther-
mal conductivity, or U value. Surprisingly, as pointed out by
Umdu et al., only scare literature deals with this aspect of
biofaçade. In an effort to fill this gap, Umdu’s team led a sys-
tematic investigation of the geometrical parameters influenc-
ing the system’s thermal behavior (reservoir depth, structural
layer material and depth, air layer addition, and depth) (4).
The authors concluded that PMMA should be preferred over
glass as a glazing material to reduce building static load. Fur-
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thermore, the addition of an air layer dramatically cut the U
value of the whole system (from 53 to 3 W/m2/K in the most
favorable case).

In addition to sole technical considerations, Sarmadi et al.
investigated numerically the question of the visual comfort
associated with microalgae biofaçade (5). The case study
was a modern office building which a mezzanine located in
Tehran. Visual comfort is a trade-off between sunlight avail-
ability and potentially blinding glare. The authors concluded
that microalgae biofaçades efficiently reduce blinding glare
occurrence and intensity in such a sunny environment. Yet,
they had to be blended with conventional double-glazing to
prevent too-dark configurations from emerging. Going fur-
ther in refining the technology’s aesthetic, it is also possi-
ble to divide the biofaçade into several culture compartments,
each hosting microalgal species of different color (6).

Finally, perhaps the most important study to be reported
is the deployments of 185 m2 of biofaçade in the BIQ house
in Hamburg (7) (Fig. 1 - Left). This field trial helped the
technology make a significant leap forward. The biofaçades
were installed as a second skin to the building. The modules
were made of glass, 2.5-meter-high, with an 18 mm cultiva-
tion compartment and an air layer (branded as SolarLeaf ).
Over the course of the year 2014, the system achieved 4.4 %
solar-to-biomass conversion efficiency, with compares well
with laboratory studies on microalgae photoconversion effi-
ciency (e.g., 5.01 % (8), 5.65 % (9), or 4.34 % (10)) and 21
% thermal energy recovery efficiency. Furthermore, the tests
again highlighted the pivotal role of temperature on Chlorella
vulgaris growth. Taking a step back from technical consid-
erations, this field deployment also demonstrated especially
good social acceptance of the technology.

In all the studies above, scholars emphasized the pivotal
role of the thermal management of the system. Indeed, mi-
croalgae are cells of a few micrometers, incapable of regu-
lating their temperature. Their inability to manipulate their
temperature is all the more detrimental as this parameter is
key to their bloom or collapse. Indeed, it controls, among
others, enzymes’ reaction rates and affinities. High tempera-
tures (above 45 °C for mesophilic species, 55-60 °C for ex-
tremely tolerant microalgae) can even denature protein and
DNA irreversibly (11). On the contrary, freezing tempera-
tures can induce the growth of large ice crystals within the
cells lethally damaging them (12). Yet, knowing the thermal
behavior of a biofaçade is complex as it results from:

• Direct incident illumination from the sun, which pro-
vides both the photosynthetically active radiation re-
quired for the microalgae to grow and heat (infrared
part of the spectrum),

• Radiative heat exchange with the sky, which also pro-
vides photosynthetically active and thermal radiation
but can also cool the system down, especially at night,

• Radiative heat exchange with the surrounding (build-
ings, fields, ... depending on the location),

• Convective heat exchange with the outdoor air,

• Radiative and convective exchange with the building
hosting the biofaçade,

• Heat supplied and removed by the gas flow sparging
within the culture medium.

In addition to the diversity of the heat exchange phenom-
ena at stake, another aspect amplifies the complexity of the
prediction of a microalgae biofaçade temperature: the ther-
mal dynamics of the system’s environment. Indeed to prop-
erly assess the performances of a biofaçade system, all these
phenomena are to be accounted with hour-scale dynamics
over at least one year, as they are modulated by the day/night
and year-round cycles, as well as the weather (wind velocity,
cloud cover, air temperature, ...). Coupling all those aspects
in a time-resolute model before assessing microalgae growth
is the goal of this work.

Therefore, the major challenge lies in gathering and cou-
pling models for each of the phenomena at stake. Luck-
ily, for most of them, scholars provide mature models (e.g.,
direct sunlight with for cloud cover (13), sky temperature
(14), urban heat island phenomenon (15), ...) and the pub-
lic French weather forecast agency (Météo-France) released
a large amount of data allowing to simulate actual weather
conditions. Finally, to yield relevant assessment, the thermal
behavior of the system and illumination have to be matched
with microalgal cells requirement. Chlorella vulgaris was
chosen as the model strain as it is commonly encountered
in both industrial and scientific communities, is approved as
food and feed by (EFSA - Ares (2022) 1668627 - and US
FDA - GRN 00396 -), and features a sizable biotechnologi-
cal potential (16). Here again, recent studies have provided
insight into cell growth under varying light (17, 18) and tem-
perature (19), which allow modeling its performances.

With all these tools at hand, it seems reasonable to believe
that one can produce a model that faithfully predicts microal-
gae biofaçade operational environment. The purpose of this
model is clear: screen microalgae biofaçade designs system-
atically to identify the optimal geometrical configuration and
operating procedure for any foreseen building implementa-
tion (location, orientation, weather conditions). Therefore, it
would pave the way to location-specific best-achievable per-
formance prediction, aiming at advising on the economic and
environmental relevance of a microalgae biofaçade deploy-
ment.

This article is the first of a set of two. It presents the de-
velopment of the model, with all the details necessary for
its reproduction. First, the system is introduced, and the phe-
nomena at stake are listed. Then, assumptions and submodels
are introduced before being coupled. Consequently, the con-
vergence of the numerical parameters (timestep, initial tran-
sient duration, ...) is checked, and construction hypotheses
are validated. Once constructed, the model will be applied
to an illustrative case: the city Marseille (South of France on
the Mediterranean coast) over the year 2020. This location
was chosen for its high number of sunny days, hence its high
potential for photosynthetic microorganisms cultivation. The
performances will be simulated over the year 2020 to avoid
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3.1 Incident direct solar radiation

Fig. 1. On the left, the BIQ house, Hamburg, Germany, with microalgae biofaçade implemented as double skin. On the right, the schematic representation of the considered
microalgae biofaçade, implemented as glazing. The reported heat fluxes (Φ) are introduced in the text

artifacts linked to an exceptionally cold or hot year (like 2021
and 2022). The model capabilities are illustrated over three
timescales: hour, week, and year. Once showcased, the nu-
merical behavior of the model is further analyzed: the influ-
ence of the submodels for which confidence is low is inves-
tigated, and a global sensitivity analysis (Sobol’s indices) is
led to assess the impact of uncertain parameters. Finally, the
influence of the biofaçade design on the numerical behavior
of the model is screened by testing single vs. double-glazing
configurations.

2. Considered system
Figure 1 (Right) presents a schematic representation of the
considered microalgae biofaçade. The system is made of a
reservoir hosting the microalgae culture (5 cm depth, emc,
as advised by several authors (1, 4, 20)). This reservoir is
surrounded by 1.5 cm thick PMMA sheets. The PMMA is
preferred over the glass as it is much lighter (1200 kg/m3 vs.
2500 kg/m3) to reduce the static load on the building façade.
The double glazing compartment hosts 1.5 cm of stagnant air
thanks to another 1.5 cm PMMA glazing (20). Therefore,
the system’s dimensions are 11.5 cm in depth, 1 m in width
(wmc), and 4 m in height (Hmc, standard floor height in of-
fice buildings).

The considered heat fluxes are:

• incident direct sunlight, ΦSun which will be divided
into visible and infrared radiation,

• incident and emitted radiation towards the sky, ΦSky ,

• incident and emitted radiation towards the surround-
ings, ΦSur,

• incident and emitted radiation towards the host build-
ing indoor, ΦIn,Rad,

• convective-conductive exchange with the outdoor air,
ΦOut,Conv ,

• convective-conductive exchange with the indoor air,
ΦIn,Conv ,

• heat inflow from the sparged gas, ΦGas,Inlet, and heat
outflow from the vented gas, ΦGas,Outlet.

All those fluxes will contribute to the thermal balance of
the system. Yet, several other pieces of information are
needed to model the biofaçade properly. First, the microal-
gae culture is assumed to be relatively healthy. Its concentra-
tion is adjusted to let through a desired fraction (α, typically
50 %) of the green radiation. This wavelength selection is
made possible because microalgae adsorb twice more effi-
ciently red and blue light than green light (21). Therefore,
it would exhibit an excepted intense green color. On top of
aesthetic consideration, this implies a refinement of how vis-
ible radiation is treated. Part of its energy will be directed
toward photosynthesis, while the other will be converted to
heat. Second, the system is integrated into an office build-
ing façade at a height somewhat higher than the surrounding
building (Emc = 20 m), to ensure adequate sunlight access,
and placed in the middle of the façade, to ease the consider-
ation about outdoor convective heat transfer induced by the
wind. Finally, the building occupant’s comfort lies out of the
scope of this work. However, visual transmission and indoor
humidity can be impacted by the microalgae biofaçade. The
first one could be adjusted by alternating biofaçade and con-
ventional glazing. The second could also be manipulated by
choosing at the design stage if the system vent is oriented
towards the outdoor or the indoor.

3. Heat flux models

3 1. Incident direct solar radiation
Incident direct solar radiation (ΦSun) comprises ultraviolet,
visible, and infrared radiation. Visible radiation will be sepa-
rated from the two others as it represents the fraction capable
of triggering photosynthesis (Eq. 1). Another reason is that
the model proposed by the Illuminating Engineering Soci-
ety - used in this work - yields sunlight predictions in klux,
hence accounting for the visible part of the spectrum. This
model is quite complex. In a nutshell, it computes both solar
and sky illumination (ΦSun,V is and ΦSky,V is, respectively)
based on solar time, position on Earth, cloud cover, and ori-
entation. For more details, the interested reader is kindly re-
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ferred to the original article (13). Nevertheless, knowing that
the visible part of the solar spectrum represents 48.7 % of its
energy (22), and that 1 solar klux represents 7.9 W/m2, it is
possible to derive ΦSun,IR (Eq. 2).

ΦSun = ΦSun,V is+ ΦSun,IR (1)

ΦSun,IR = ( 1
0.487 −1)ΦSun,V is = 1.05ΦSun,V is (2)

Before reaching the culture, the incident solar fluxes have
to cross several interfaces (depending on the number of glaz-
ing, nGlaz). At each interface, reflectivity has to be ac-
counted for. The classical equation for non-polarized light
at a perfect dielectric interface was used (Eq. 3) (23):

Rinterface = 1
2

[
tan2(θi−θr)
tan2(θi+θr)

+ sin2(θi−θr)
sin2(θi+θr)

]
(3)

Where the incidence angle (θi) is given by the sun path
model and the reflection angle (θr) by Snell’s law. One
should note that, as the system features several interfaces the
evolution of the incidence from one interface to the other has
to be accounted for. Hence, the overall transmission (τSun)
is the product of the transmission at each interface. For the
sake of simplicity, in these computations, multiple internal
reflections were neglected.

Finally, the question of radiation absorption is to be ad-
dressed. The infrared component can be assumed entirety
absorbed, as 5 cm of water represents a barrier stopping all
radiation above 900 nm (24). In the case of the visible energy
reaching the culture, its absorption is governed by microalgae
concentration and intrinsic spectral properties (lumped into
the previously introduced α factor). Of this absorbed power,
only a fraction will be used for photosynthesis (ηps = 4.34
% for Chlorella vulgaris in proper conditions (10)), the rest
being turned into heat. Therefore, the absorbed fraction of
the incident solar power is given by Equation 4 (where the
3−2α2−α

3 accounts for the different selective absorptions be-
tween blue, green,and red lights).

ΦSun,Abs =τSun(3−2α2 −α

3 (1−ηps)ΦSun,V is

+ 1.05ΦSun,V is)
(4)

3 2. Sky radiation
Like incident direct solar radiation, sky incident radiation
comprises ultraviolet, visible, and infrared components. Still,
the distribution between them is less certain than for the sun.
Therefore, two models were used to describe this incident
flux. Total power (ΦSky,Tot) was calculated using a sky tem-
perature model. Sky temperature is a concept that allows
computing this incident heat flux using an equation similar
to the Stefan-Boltzmann formula (Eq. 5) (25). All the com-
plexity is, therefore, to evaluate the εSkyT 4

Sky term. Numer-

ous types of models exist and have been reviewed recently
by Evangelisti (25). In our case, we choose the model of
Clarke (14) for three reasons: it is capable of reconstruct-
ing sky temperature from ambient air temperature (TAir,Out
provided in the available weather data), it accounts for both
clear and cloudy skies (via a cloud cover factor, CC, also pro-
vided in the available weather data), and its implementation
has been reviewed and corrected by Ficker (26). Like the in-
cident solar light model, the derivation is quite complex, and
the interested reader is referred to the original handbook of
Clarke. Only the final equation is reported here (Eq. 6).

ΦSky,Tot = σεSkyT
4
Sky (5)

εSkyT
4
Sky =9.36575 10−6(1−CC)T 6

Air,Out

+T 4
Air,OutCC[(1−0.84CC)(0.527

+ 0.161 exp(8.45[1− 273
TAir,Out

]))

+ 0.84CC]

(6)

The visible component of the sky radiation (ΦSky,V is)
is obtained using Illuminating Engineering Society’s model.
Considerations on optics and photosynthesis efficiency are
similar to ones for direct solar illumination. Thus, the ques-
tion of interfaces reflectivities is to be addressed. According
to Incropera (27), 40 % of the sky radiation can be described
as originating from the sun’s direction, the remaining fraction
being distributed as following the cosine of the incidence an-
gle (for 0 to 90°). Therefore, 40 % of the sky fluxes were
subjected to the same reflectivity as the direct sun irradiance
(τSun, Eq. 3). The reflectivity of the other 60 % (τSky,Abs)
was computed by integrating Equation 3 over the suggested
incidence angle distribution. Finally, a view factor (FSky)
has to be applied to the 60 % fraction to account for the fact
that the sky represents only part of the system view field. As
a good rule of thumb, 0.5 is classically used (25), yet some
refinements can be introduced depending on the surrounding
(rural or urban, ...)(14). Therefore, the absorbed sky heat flux
can be written as Equation 7.

ΦSky,Abs =FSky(0.4 τSun+ 0.6 τSky,Abs)

(3−2α2 −α

3 (1−ηps)ΦSky,V is

+ (ΦSky,Tot−ΦSky,V is))

(7)

The final element to account for is the thermal radiation
emitted towards the sky. Only limited information is avail-
able on how to model such a term. Therefore, the classical
Stefan-Boltzmann formula was chosen (Eq. 8), with a mi-
croalgae suspension emissivity (εmc) taken as 0.9.

ΦSky,Emi = FSkyτSky,EmiσεmcT
4
mc (8)
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3.4 Indoor radiation

3 3. Surrounding radiation

In addition to exchanging heat with the sky, the microalgae
biofaçade receives and emits radiation toward its surround-
ing. In our case, an urban environment is considered as the
direct surrounding of the building hosting the biofaçade. Es-
timating the temperature of a city landscape is far from ob-
vious. Indeed, its geometry is complex, the materials consti-
tuting it have diverse radiative properties, and the system has
its own thermal dynamic subjected to the Urban Heat Island
(UHI) phenomenon. Despite its complexity, several authors
have been able to measure and model the phenomenon (re-
cently reviewed by (15)). Among the different approaches,
the UHII (for Urban Heat Island Intensity, Eq. 9) method is
the most common. This method measures the Urban Heat
Island magnitude as the maximum, over a day, of the differ-
ence between the city temperature (TUrb, usually obtained
via satellites) and the temperature of rural area in its vicinity
(TRur).

UHII = max(TUrb−TRur) (9)

As for any meteorological model, it is advised to choose
one calibrated with data originating from a similar biocli-
matic environment. Therefore, a UHII model based on data
obtained in Hamburg, Germany (28), was used in this work
(Eq. 10). This model is based on ground measurements of
six meteorological stations. This large variety of measure-
ment locations allowed to determine which was most repre-
sentative of the city center. Furthermore, in order to improve
robustness, the measurements of two stations located in the
city outskirts were averaged to compute the rural area temper-
ature. The use of ground stations (versus satellites) allowed
to achieve reliable measurements, even on cloudy days, mak-
ing this model especially valuable compared to studies based
on satellites measurements, which are restricted to clear sky
configurations (29). Finally, the data span over an extensive
period of time, from 1985 to 1999, which is a token of the
model quality.

UHII = −0.54 U −1.48 CC−0.039 Y + 7.63 (10)

Where U is the wind velocity (in m/s), CC is cloud cover
factors (between 0 and 1), and Y is the relative humidity (in
%), all averaged over the day associated with the UHII value.
Still, by definition, UHII provides only one value for a given
day and no information on the temporal dynamics of the city
center overheating compared to its rural counterpart. Studies
reporting the hourly dynamic of Urban Heat Island are few.
Among them, two are of note, one in Granada, Spain (30),
using ground stations, and one based on satellites measure-
ments over hundreds of large cities in China (29). In both
cases, the dynamic is similar: 6 to 10 hours after sun dawn,
the UHII reaches its minimum (classically 0.5 K). This cool-
ing part of the cycle is explained by the fact that the city mass
absorbs incident heat. Then, the UHII raises to its maximum
(given by Eq. 10, for example) in about 5 hours and stabilizes
overnight. In this work, UHII(t) was modeled using these

three phases. Mathematically, they are described as a down-
ward cosine, an upward cosine, and a plateau (see Appendix
A). While simplistic, this model is capable of reconstructing
4 of the 5 five daily temporal dynamics identified by Lai et al.
(29) (the standard-spoon, the weak-spoon, the inverse-spoon,
and the straight-line).

With the UHII evolution over the day modeled, the ques-
tion of the rural area temperature comes next. Luckily, it was
modeled by Gallo for both clear sky and cloudy weather in an
attempt to complement satellite data whenever they are not
available (e.g., overcast sky)(31). Using data from 14 Amer-
ican meteorological stations, the authors concluded that two
main factors were ambient air temperature (TAir,Out) and
sky cover (CC). They produced two correlations, one for
each condition, linking land surface temperature and ambi-
ent air temperature. They are blended here as their average
weighted by the cloud cover (CC, from 0 - clear sky - to 1 -
overcast sky -) in this work (Eq. 11).

TRur =(1−CC)(2.82 + 1.15TAir,Out)
+CC(1.33 + 1.00TAir,Out)

(11)

Once the surrounding temperature has been modeled, the
next step is to describe the absorbed radiation. Here again,
the Stefan-Boltzmann formula was chosen for both terms
(Eq. 12 and 13). The interfaces reflectivities were determined
with the previously introduced procedure (cosine distribution
and Eq. 3). The view factor with the surrounding was chosen
as the complement to the sky view factor (FSur = 1 - FSky =
0.5), and the surrounding emissivity was set at 0.9 (εSur).

ΦSur,Abs = FSurτSur,AbsσεSurT
4
Sur (12)

The final element to account for is the thermal radiation
emitted towards the surrounding. Only limited information
is available on how to model such a term. Therefore, the
classical Stefan-Boltzmann formula was chosen (Eq. 8), with
a microalgae suspension emissivity (εmc) taken as 0.9.

ΦSur,Emi = FSurτSur,EmiσεmcT
4
mc (13)

3 4. Indoor radiation
The last radiative transfer to be accounted for is the exchange
between the microalgae biofaçade and the indoor of the build-
ing. Absorbed and emitted radiations are modeled in the
same manner as the former fluxes (Eq. 14 and 15). For both,
the view factor is chosen as 1.0. The only question is the
emissivity of the building interior (εIn). This value is quite
complicated to evaluate as various types of paints, furniture,
and interior layouts can be encountered. Still, indoor emis-
sivity is one of the main factors controlling thermal comfort
(which increases with surface emissivity) and building ther-
mal performances (which decrease with surface emissivity).
Hence, a trade-off value of 0.6 was chosen, which ensures ad-
equate thermal comfort and energy efficiency (32). Finally,
the interfaces reflectivities (leading to transmittance) were as-
sessed assuming a cosine distribution for the incident heat
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flux.

ΦIn,Rad,Abs = τIn,Rad,AbsσεInT
4
In (14)

ΦIn,Rad,Emi = τIn,Rad,EmiσεmcT
4
mc (15)

3 5. Indoor convection
In addition to radiative exchanges, the system’s temperature
is also governed by convective fluxes. Indoor convection, like
radiation, is not straightforward owing to the multiple possi-
ble configurations. Luckily some authors tackled the ques-
tions of both free and forced spatially averaged convection
coefficients in indoor environments. While far less detailed
than usual Nusselt number correlations, they have the ad-
vantage of being derived from actual configurations. Clarke
compiled several of them in his textbook (14) and pointed out
Khalifa and Marshall’s work as an adequate choice for free
convection evaluation (33). To lead their work, the authors
deployed tests in an actual room (2.95 × 2.35 × 2.08 m3 in
length × width × height, yielding a height of 2.08 m used are
reference). Sadly, they did not scale their correlations to this
volume. Hence, this work uses a slightly modified version of
the one they proposed for a wall with no radiator below (Eq.
16, with the applied scaling).

hIn,Conv,Free = 2.04 ( Hmc
HRef,In

(Tpmma,In−TAir,In))0.23

(16)
Indoor forced convection was assessed using a classical

correlation for air at room temperature. The velocity value
(UIn) was chosen as 0.1 m/s as it corresponds to a velocity
classically induced by air renewal in an office environment
(32). The characteristic was taken as the average between the
height and the width of the system (LRef = (1+4)/2 = 2.5 m).
Hence, the Reynolds number has a value of 13500, conclud-
ing in a laminar flow. Thus, Equation 17 was used to obtain
the averaged convective heat transfer coefficient. Finally, to
determine which of the mode was at play, both were eval-
uated, and the one yielding the highest value of convective
heat transfer coefficient was retained.

hIn,Conv,Forced = kAir
LRef

0.664Re1/2
RefPr

1/3 = 0.72 W/m²/K

(17)
Still, one has to bear in mind that indoor air is not directly

in contact with the culture. A 1.5 cm thick PMMA glazing
holds the liquid. Therefore, the question of thermal transfer
within this plastic medium has to be addressed. First, one
can evaluate its thermal homogeneity by evaluating the Biot
number. For a temperature difference of 1 K between the
surface and the indoor air, hConv,In,Free = 2.4 W/m2/K (in-
cidentally dominating the convective transfer), which leads to
a Biot number of 0.19. This value, which is an optimistic as-
sessment, is above 0.1. Hence, the system cannot be consid-
ered homogeneous from a thermal point of view. Therefore,
the thermal resistance of the PMMA glazing has to be con-

sidered in the model. To do so, a thermal resistance in series
model was used to properly assess the convective-conductive
heat flux between the microalgae culture and the indoor air
(Eq. 18).

ΦIn,Conv,Net =
TAir,In−Tmc

1
hIn,Conv

+ epmma
kpmma

(18)

3 6. Outdoor convection

The contributions of outdoor convective-conductive heat
fluxes were dealt with using the same methodology as its in-
door counterpart. First, free convection was assessed using
a correlation established for vertical flat plates. Among the
numerous possibilities, one accounting for both laminar and
turbulent regimes was used (Eq. 19)(34). As it yields an av-
eraged value over a distance, it was differentiated to get the
value at the system elevation (Emc = 20 m). The convec-
tive heat transfer coefficient was then compared to the one
induced by the wind to retain the largest one.

hOut,Conv,Free = kAir
Emc

[
0.825 +

0.387 Ra1/6
L

[1 + (0.492 Pr)9/16]8/27

]2

(19)
Accessing the convective heat transfer coefficient on a build-
ing façade is not an easy task. It raises numerous questions,
such as wind velocity and orientation, the orientation of the
façade (windward or leeward, which can change in time), and
the location of the thermal sensors on the façade (center or
side, bottom or top). For all these reasons, the numerical as-
sessment of Defraeye et al. was chosen as reference in this
work (35). In their study, the authors simulated by CFD the
heat transfer around a building and proposed a correlation
yielding surface averaged convective heat transfer coefficient
as a function of wind velocity and orientation (from 0 to 330°
with a 30° step). Correlation coefficient are reported in Table
1.

Coming back to the biofaçade wind-induced heat transfer
assessment, the evaluation process starts by comparing the
wind direction, is given by meteorological data, to the façade
orientation to obtain the incidence angle (θWind). Then, me-
teorological velocity (evaluated at an elevation EStation =
10 m) is corrected according to Defraeye advice (Eq. 20,
rStation and rStation being the surface roughness near the
meteorological station and the building, taken as 0.3 am)
to obtain the velocity at the microalgae biofaçade elevation
(Emc = 20 m). Consequently, the convective heat transfer
coefficient is evaluated using Defraeye’s correlation for the
two incidence angles surrounding the actual one (Eq. 21 with
coefficients in Table 1). Ultimately, the obtained values are
linearly interpolated to obtain the value for the exact wind
incidence angle on the biofaçade at a given time.
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3.8 Resulting thermal dynamic

Wind incidence angle (θWind, in degree) AθW ind
(W/m2/K) BθW ind

(-)

0 4.90 0.86
30, 330 4.63 0.87
30, 300 4.25 0.88
90, 270 2.78 0.87

120, 240 1.44 0.83
150, 210 1.85 0.84

180 2.25 0.84

Table 1. Defraeye’s correlation for different wind incidence angles on the façade. Couples of incidence angles tied to the same parameters originate from symmetry
consideration

UOut = UStation

(
rBuilding
rStation

)0.0706 ln(
Emc+ rBuilding

rBuilding
)

ln(EStation+ rStation
rStation

)
(20)

hOut,Conv,Forced =AθWind
U
BθWind
Out (21)

Finally, the thermal resistance of PMMA glazing and the
potential second layer creating double glazing was described
using thermal resistance in series model (Eq. 22).

ΦOut,Conv,Net =
TAir,Out−Tmc

1
hOut,Conv

+ nGlazepmma
kpmma

+ (nGlaz −1)eAir
kAir

(22)

3 7. Gas flow power
The last source of thermal energy to be accounted for is the
energy carried by the gas sparged into the culture. This gas
ensures two key aspects of a microalgal cultivation process:
gas exchange (carbon dioxide supply and oxygen removal)
and mixing. This gas flow rate is classically expressed in
Vessel Volume per Minute (for VVM). In this work, a typical
value of 0.2 (f) was chosen. Assuming that the sparged gas
reaches thermal equilibrium before reaching the top of the
biofaçade (4 m), and considering the gas to have the physical
properties as air, the net thermal power influx can the writ-
ten as in Equation 23, where TGas is the sparged gas inlet
temperature.

PGas,Net = fHmcwmcemcρGasCpGas(TGas−Tmc)
(23)

3 8. Resulting thermal dynamic
Finally, the temporal dynamic of the microalgae culture can
be computed by summing all the heat fluxes at stake in the
thermal balance of the system (Eq. 3.8). Two additional
assumptions are drawn to establish this balance: the gas-
induced mixing is considered intense enough to ensure a uni-
form temperature in the cultivation compartment, and the cul-
ture has the same thermal properties as water. The last ques-
tion to be addressed is the initial condition of the system. It

was set as the indoor temperature (22 °C, US Occupational
Safety and Health Administration advises between 20 and
24.5 °C (36)).

HmcwmcemcρWaterCpWater
dTmc
dt

=

Hmcwmc[ΦSun,Abs+ ΦSky,AbsΦSky,Emi+ ΦSur,Abs
−ΦSur,Emi+ ΦIn,Rad,Abs−ΦIn,Rad,Emi+ ΦIn,Conv,Net
+ ΦOut,Conv,Net] +PGas,Net

4. Biological model
Once the thermal dynamic of the system has been computed,
its impact on the microalgae culture is to be evaluated. Mod-
els accounting for the impact of temperature on microalgae
growth have been reviewed by Bechet et al. (37). His work
pointed toward a parametrization of the Cardinal Tempera-
ture Model with Inflection (polynomial fitting of cell growth
rate at different temperatures, Eq. 24) (38). For this work,
the model was parametrized using data obtained by Mayo for
Chlorella vulagris (19). The resulting growth is graphed in
Figure 2. Three qualitative parts of the curve were drawn.
The first one, in blue (Tmc < 17.7 °C), is deemed too cold
as the growth rate is below 75 % of the optimal value. The
second one, in green (17.7 6 Tmc < 39.9 °C), is considered
adequate. The last one, in red (39.9 °C 6 Tmc), is flagged as
dangerous as the growth rate drops below 75 % of the optimal
value because of overheating. Finally, one last range of tem-
perature was considered in this work as it is also dangerous
to the system and induces a fatality to the cells: the sub-zero
condition.

On top of temperature, another parameter is key: light,
as it drives photosynthesis, hence the system’s productivity.
The incident light is obtained by summing the one coming
directly from the sun (ΦSun,V is) and the one coming from
the sky (ΦSky,V is). Still, as the microalgal cells will absorb
this light, the incident value does not inform of the light avail-
ability within the culture. This quantity will be approached
using the aforementioned assumption that culture cell density
is controlled so that a desired fraction (α = 0.5) of the green
radiation is transmitted. This assumption also allows com-
puting the volume average photosynthetically active light in-
tensity, I as a function of incident light intensity, I0 (given
by ΦSun,V is+ ΦSky,V is), using Equation 25 (assuming ex-
ponential decay of incident light and that microalgae adsorb
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µ(Tmc) = µMax
(Tmc−TMax)(Tmc−TMin)2

(TOpt−TMin)[(TOpt−TMin)(Tmc−Topt)− (TOpt−TMax)(TOpt+TMin−2Tmc)]
(24)

Fig. 2. Growth rate reconstruction by the Cardinal Temperature Model with Inflection for Chlorella vulgaris. Markers - experimental points from (19). Blue area - range deemed
too cold to adequately lead the microalgae culture. Green - optimal range. Red - too-hot range

twice more efficiently red and blue light than green light
(21)). In accordance with several reports for Chlorella vul-
garis cultures in tightly controlled light condition (18, 39), a
threshold value of 150 µmolPhotonPAR/m2/s was retained as
performance indicator. Below this value, the culture is con-
sidered light-deficient, above it is considered light-sufficient.
The two last questions that can come to the reader’s mind
are the intermittency of the light experienced by the cells and
a potential excess of light. As for the first one, cells will
be shuttled from light to dark zones, and vice-versa, by the
fluid flow. Yet, recent work showed that their physiologi-
cal response is not different from the one under continuous
light, at least up to 800 µmolPhotonPAR/m2/s (18). Further-
more, when adequately cycled between light and dark zone
(as in this system), cells can handle illumination up to 7000
µmolPhotonPAR/m2/s, corresponding to 3.5 times the illu-
mination at midday in summer, which is quite unlikely to oc-
cur naturally (17). Therefore, those two last concerns can
therefore be ruled out.

I = I0(α2 +α−2)
3 ln(α) (25)

5. Weather data
The meteorological data powering the model were obtained
from Météo-France (the public French weather forecast
agency). The whole set covers France, with about one sta-
tion per administrative region. Data span from 1996 to date,
with a measurement every 3 hours. The reported parameters
are numerous. Only the ones relevant to this model are re-
viewed here. From this extensive dataset were extracted: air
temperature, cloud cover, wind (at 10 m above the ground)
velocity, wind direction, relative humidity, and static pres-
sure (to compute gas density, ρGas in Eq. 23). The database
was accessed on April 2023.

Among the possible spatial locations and time spans, the
year 2020 in Marseille, France, was chosen for demonstra-
tion. Three reasons pointed toward this choice. First, the
years 2021 and 2022 were exceptionally hot in France. Thus,
they may not be faithful representatives of nominal system
behavior. Second, Marseille is a city located in the South

of France, where solar resource is abundant. As a microal-
gae cultivation process is driven by photosynthesis, it was as-
sumed that this type of place was the most relevant. Finally,
analyzing system performance over several years would un-
necessarily lengthen this article which is focused on the ther-
mal behavior of the system and its optimization. Therefore,
only one year was simulated.

6. Numerical parameters and physical as-
sumptions validation
Once implemented (Python 3.9), the model was used to sim-
ulate a reference case: a South-oriented biofaçade located in
Marseille, France, over the course of the year 2020. The val-
ues of the parameters associated with this case are available
in Table 2 for system configuration parameters, in Table 3 for
physical, radiative, and biological parameters, and in Table 4
for operating conditions.

Before diving into the dissection of the behavior of the bio-
façade, it was important to verify that numerical parameters
had a negligible impact on the results. The first parameter
to be controlled is the timestep for the integration. Timesteps
from 0.01 to 3 h (meteorological data frequency) were tested.
A clear convergent trend was observed as the timestep was
reduced. A maximum deviation of 1 % on the model pre-
dictions was deemed a sufficiently strict criterion, especially
compared to the effect of the uncertainty associated with un-
certain parameters (see below). Consequently, a timestep of
0.5 h (30 minutes) was selected.

With this value, it is possible to assess the validity of using
the thermal resistance in series model. Indeed, this model
is valid if the thermal transfer achieves a steady state. In
this case, the timestep is to be compared to the characteristic
times for air and PMMA, 3 seconds and 8 minutes, respec-
tively. With a timestep three times higher than the highest of
these values, the use of the thermal resistance in series model
is fully justified.

The last question to be addressed was the duration of the
transient period to be discarded at the beginning of the sim-
ulation to ensure no effect from the initial condition (44).
Transient periods up to 60 days were tested. The tests re-
vealed that the duration influenced by the initial condition
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7.1 Daily basis analysis: illumination and temperature histories

Symbol Description Value Unit

E Elevation of the biofaçade above the ground 20 m
EStation Elevation of the velocity sensor of the meteorological station 10 m

eair Air thickness (double galzing only) 0.015 m
emc Thickness of the biofaçade reservoir 0.05 m

epmma PMMA walls thickness 0.015 m
Hmc Height of the biofaçade 4 m

HRef,In Reference height for Khalifa’s correlation 2.08 m
LRef biofaçade reference length 2.5 m
nGlaz Number of outdoor glazing 1 -

rBuilding Roughness in the biofaçade surrounding 0.3 m
rStation Roughness in the meteorological station surrounding 0.3 m

wmc Width of the biofaçade 1 m

Table 2. Parameters describing biofaçade configuration in the reference case

Symbol Description Value Unit

CpAir Air specific heat 1004 J/kg/K
CpWater Water specific heat 4183 J/kg/K

FSky Sky view factor† 0.5 -
FSur Surrounding view factor (= 1 - FSky) 0.5 -
kAir Air thermal conductivity 0.026 W/m/K

kpmma PMMA thermal conductivity (40) 0.18987 W/m/K
Pr Air Prandtl number 0.71 -

UIn Indoor air velocity† 0.1 m/s
εIn Indoor emissivity† 0.6 -
εmc Microalgae culture emissivity† 0.9 -
εSur Surrounding emissivity† 0.9 -
ζAir Air refractive index (41) 1.00028276 -
ζmc Microalgae culture refractive index (42) 1.339 -
ζpmma PMMA refractive index (43) 1.5082 -
νAir Air kinematic viscosity 1.85 10−5 m²/s
ηps Photosynthesis efficiency (10) 4.34 %

Table 3. Physical, radiative, and biological parameters. † parameter varied during the sensitivity analysis

Symbol Description Value Unit

α Green light transmitted fraction 0.5 -
f biofaçade aeration 0.2 VVM

TGas Sparged gas temperature (= TAir,In) 22 °C
TAir,In Indoor temperature 22 °C

Table 4. System operating conditions in the reference case

was below 1 day. It can be explained by the fact the simu-
lation starts at 1 am on the 1st of January assuming the bio-
façade is at the same temperature as the building hosting it.
It positions the system close to its average value and leaves
it some time to equilibrate before sun dawn. Anyway, a tran-
sient period of seven day was selected, as exploring possible
designs might slightly modulate this conclusion.

7. Results
Once confidence in the numerical procedure has been estab-
lished, the model could be used to explore the system dynam-
ics. First, the overall behavior is presented. Yet, as it repre-
sents a large quantity of data, performance indicators were
computed in order to ease analysis and interpretation. One
should note that night periods were excluded from the con-

struction of the performance indicators (except for sub-zero
temperatures) as microalgae would obviously not perform
photosynthesis in the dark. Determining daytime requires the
choice of a criterion. Gallo suggested an experimental one:
an incident solar heat flux higher than 25 W/m2 (31). Yet, it
raises the question of the orientation of the surface receiving
the heat flux surface and potential interferences from clouds.
In this work, the solar altitude (provided by the illumination
model) was chosen. A positive solar altitude was considered
as marking daytime. This approach conveniently alleviates
the problem of potential could cover interference.

7 1. Daily basis analysis: illumination and temperature
histories

Figure 3 presents the dynamics of the system in terms of ther-
mal and illumination histories. First of all, the culture com-
partment temperature ranges from 1.8 to 40.1 °C, with an
average value of 17.9 °C, close to the indoor building tem-
perature. Second, it varies strongly over the day/night cycle,
like the outer air temperature. Yet, its amplitude is exacer-
bated, especially during the cold season. This last distinction
is important. Indeed, in order to dive further into the exam-
ination of the system dynamics, two patterns have to be ac-
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(a) Temperature history

(b) Incident visible light history

Fig. 3. Temporal dynamics for a reference case biofaçade located in Marseille, France, oriented towards the South over the year 2020. Shaded areas in the background: blue
- too low temperature or too low illumination, green - adequate temperature or adequate illumination, red - too high temperature

knowledged: one for the cold season (November to March)
and the other for the hot season (April to October).

During the cold season, on sunny days, the system daytime
temperature is much higher than its outdoor counterpart (+15
°C), while the nighttime temperature is a few degrees below
the latter (-2 °C). The subsequent increase in temperature dur-
ing the daytime allows the microalgae culture to enter a pro-
ductive state despite adverse outdoor conditions. This trait of
biofaçade represents an undeniable improvement over other
types of outdoor photobioreactors, which must be halted dur-
ing the cold season (45). On cloudy days, the biofaçade tem-
perature is only a few degrees higher than the outdoor air.
This could potentially limit cell growth if only sufficient light

was available.

During the hot season, the magnitude of the thermal
day/night cycle is attenuated. While one could have expected
an excessively hot temperature, it is only encountered once
(the mid-September event analyzed below). This counterin-
tuitive behavior can be explained by the vertical orientation
of the biofaçade. Thus, as solar altitude increases during the
hot season, the incident radiation coming from the sun de-
creases (Fig. 3 b). Nevertheless, this decrease in incident
radiation is not marked enough to hinder cell photosynthesis
during the period. Hence, unsurprisingly, this moment of the
year represents the most suitable time for microalgae cultiva-
tion.
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7.3 Acute event analysis: mid-September event

Fig. 4. Net heat flux exchange between the biofaçade and the host building. On the left, a week during the cold season, on the right, a week during the hot season. * gas
power was divide by Hmcwmc before being drawn on this chart

7 2. Hourly analysis: biofaçade / host building interac-
tion
The model reveals another difference between the cold and
hot seasons: the thermal interplay between the biofaçade and
its host building (Fig. 4). The two parts of system can ex-
change heat via three mechanisms: convection, radiation, and
heat conveyed by the gas (from the host building to the bio-
façade only). As one can see, the power supplied to the host
building to the biofaçade by the sparged gas is negligible be-
fore the two others. Among the two remaining, the net radia-
tive heat flux is consistently negative, meaning that the bio-
façade suffers a net loss of thermal energy by this mode of
transfer. This observation is explained by the different emis-
sivities of the mircoalgae culture (0.9) and the building inner
surface (0.6), resulting in a radiative temperature consistently
higher for the microalgae culture.

On the contrary, convective heat exchanges are either pos-
itive or negative depending on the hour of the day and the
subsequent temperature contrast between the system. While
intricated, this interplay can be simplified into three patterns:

• During the cold season, under a clear sky, the biofaçade
heats up the building during the day while the building
transfers back its power at night. This is a clear syn-
ergy: increasing thermal comfort over daytime, pre-
venting biofaçade sub-zero temperatures during night-
time.

• During the cold season, under a cloudy sky, the net to-
tal heat exchange fluctuates around zero. Here, the sys-
tem stabilizes naturally to a compromise: not fostering
thermal comfort and limiting the temperature drop of
the culture.

• During the hot season, the biofaçade continuously
transfers heat to its host building. In this case, the in-

teraction is not favorable to the building (assumed suf-
ficiently hot already) and only benefits the biofaçade
by preventing its overheating.

7 3. Acute event analysis: mid-September event

The model hourly resolution not only allows for deciphering
the interplay between the biofaçade and its host building, but
it also offers a great tool to explore in-depth acute events such
as the mid-September overheatings (September 13rd to 15th

and 19th). During this period, France was facing a heat wave.
Hence the first explanation that could come to one’s mind
could be simple: the overheating happening during the late
stages of the day the Urban Heat Island must be responsible
for it. The actual explanation is more complex.

Figure 5a displays the temperature histories of the system
over the second and third weeks of September 2020. As one
can see, the biofaçade surrounding temperature is quite hot
(around 38 °C) over the event. Furthermore, the Urban Heat
Island Intensity is peaking (up to +4 °C), and the resulting
surrounding temperature can exceed 40 °C. Yet, a careful
observer will note that the culture overheating is somewhat
delayed and does not coincide with the surrounding temper-
ature peak. Hence, while undeniably contributing to the sys-
tem overheating, scorching surrounding air and intense Ur-
ban Heat Island phenomenon do not lead to excessive cul-
ture temperature alone. Indeed, the temperature difference
between the biofaçade and its surroundings drives a net heat
loss for the microalgae culture. Diving further into the heat
balance of the system is therefore required to understand the
underlying mechanism.

Figure 5b presents heat fluxes contributing to the thermal
balance of the microalgae reservoir, which are not mediated
by the surrounding temperature: absorbed sun and net sky
radiative heat flux. The net convective heat loss is also dis-
played to analyze if the overheating could be linked to an
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(a) Temperature history

(b) Absorbed heat flux

Fig. 5. Hourly dynamic of the biofaçade over the second and third week of September

exceptionally low convective heat flux from the biofaçade to
its surrounding (because of the lack of wind, for example).
A glance shows that the explanation based on the convec-
tive heat loss can be ruled out, leaving only the sun and the
sky radiations as potential explanations. During the overheat-
ing hours, the absorbed solar heat flux is around 250 W/m²
(sharply declining, though), and the net sky radiative heat
flux exhibits a shoulder around -20 W/m² extending for a few
hours. Combined together, and accounting for the microalgae
culture thermal inertia, they lead to a temperature increase of
2 °C over 30 minutes. Thus, it is their contributions that ex-
plain how the biofaçade enters the dangerously hot zone. De-
ciphering so intricated mechanisms is only possible using a
model and highlights the complexity of a biofaçade system. It

also underlines the relevance of systematic experimental ap-
proaches, which better capture interacting parameters, such
the one deployed by Umdu (4).

7 4. Limitations
While the model can decipher the interplay between key phe-
nomena contributions, it also suffers limitations. Going from
outdoor to indoor, the major limitations can be discussed.
First of all, the building hosting the biofaçade is assumed to
have clear access to the solar resource. This implies that no
taller building cast its shadows onto the façade. This can, of
course, be the case, but from a city layout perspective, it im-
plies that not all buildings will be eligible for a biofaçade im-
plementation. Another specificity of the model that hinders
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9.1 Submodel-associated uncertainty

its generalization is that the studied system is designed as a
glazing. Therefore, it can either be deployed during the con-
struction of the building or an extensive renovation involving
glazing replacement. The model should consequently be ad-
justed (marginal amount of work) for double skin implemen-
tation.

Regarding the system itself, it is assumed to work at its
nominal capacity constantly. Yet, a biological system can
be the place for the development of a biofilm colonizing the
glazing surface. If so, the optical transmission would be
lowered, and the captured power would increase. Its phe-
nomenon could be considered as a refinement of the model or
prevented as simple technical measures can effectively man-
age it (e.g., adding rubber beads to scrub the biofilm off the
glazing). In addition, the overall confidence in the model
could be enhanced by producing a demonstration unit. The
goal would be to validate the system’s thermal behavior, fol-
lowed by the biological aspects.

Furthermore, the interaction with the building is modeled
assuming constant temperature and heat convection coeffi-
cient on the building side. These assumptions do not align
well with the indoor atmosphere, which fluctuates over the
day and year.

8. Performance indicators
Accessing the hourly dynamic of the system is extremely
valuable and helps to pinpoint and explain specific events
(e.g., mid-September overheating). Nevertheless, this wealth
of information may become a burden when it comes to hav-
ing a synthetic overview of the system’s performances, es-
pecially if one would like to compare several configurations.
Consequently, the daytime operation (solar altitude above 0°,
4412 hours in total) will be divided into six categories: (light-
deficient or light-sufficient) × (too-cold, adequate, or too-hot
temperature). Potentially freezing temperatures (during the
winter nights) were also tracked over daytime and nighttime
as they would induce an additional operational constraint.
Furthermore, the first and tenth deciles (and their spreads) of
the microalgae culture temperature distribution are also con-
sidered valuable indicators as they provide information on the
occurrence and intensity of extreme events.

Figure 6 provides a graphical synthesis of these perfor-
mance indicators. The temperature distribution exhibits two
modes: a cold one (around 17 °C) and a hot one around (28
°C). Their relative importance is reflected in the classifica-
tion, with 38.9 % of the time deemed too cold and 61.0 %
deemed adequate from a thermal point of view. Finally, the
daytime fraction featuring adequate temperature and illumi-
nation represents 41 % of the total daytime. This value can
be regarded as high. Indeed, the chosen criterion to evalu-
ate daytime (solar altitude above 0°) is quite broad and nec-
essarily features moments (sunrise and fall) when the inci-
dent light cannot meet the culture demand. Finally, the first
and tenth deciles (values and spreads) do not exhibit extreme
events, apart from the mid-September event. Further in-depth
analysis of performances and how design choices affect them
is dealt with specifically in the companion paper (46).

Fig. 6. biofaçade performance indicators. Top - temperature distribution over day-
time. Bottom - daytime operating hours repartition

9. Sensitivity analysis
Obtaining a functional model and evaluating its capabilities
is only the first step before using it to explore microalgae bio-
façade design. Before using it, one must critically examine
its weaknesses and their magnitudes. Three can be spotted in
the case of this model: a submodel rising doubts (Urban Heat
Island Intensity), parameters for which uncertainty is high
(microalgae culture emissivity, for example), and the poten-
tial impact of major design modifications (using double glaz-
ing, for example). This last Section is therefore dedicated to
a critical look back on these potential shortcomings.

9 1. Submodel-associated uncertainty
This work introduced a new and relatively simple hourly Ur-
ban Heat Island Intensity model. While backed by several
articles, the magnitude of this modeling choice is to be as-
sessed. To do so, this submodel was either deactivated or
replaced by a constant value of +2 °C. Figure 7 illustrates the
effect of the different approaches simulating the Urban Heat
Island Intensity. From both a qualitative and quantitative per-
spective, the impact is minor. Not modeling the Urban Heat
Island phenomenon (left) only changes the performance indi-
cators by 5 % at maximum (excluding overheating, yet going
from 1.5 to 0.5 hour is deemed negligible). Assuming a con-
stant Urban Heat Island Intensity of +2 °C (right) yields per-
formances extremely close (most deviation below 1 %) to the
one delivered by the proposed hourly model. It can therefore
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be concluded that the way the Urban Heat Island Intensity
is modeled does not have a significant impact on the overall
model predictions. This conclusion is all the more true when
one compares the deviations associated with the choice of
this submodel (tens of hours) to the variations related to the
parameters uncertainties (hundreds of hours, next Section).

9 2. Parameter-associated uncertainty
In addition to the uncertainties associated with how some sys-
tem components are modeled, others arise from the unknown
surrounding the parameter values. Indeed, among the various
parameters of the model, some are known with great accu-
racy (PMMA thermal conductivity, for example), while oth-
ers have a more blurry definition (microalgae culture emis-
sivity, inner air velocity, ...). To analyze their impact, several
methods exist. The main ones are sensitivity analyses, which
can be local or global. The first type examines the evolu-
tion of the output as a function of a slight variation of inputs
around well-defined operating conditions. From a mathemat-
ical perspective, they consist in computing the derivatives of
the model’s predictions as a function of the selected param-
eters. While accurate and fast, they are not able to deliver
easy-to-interpret results when the number of uncertain pa-
rameters is high.

Consequently, global sensitivity analyses were developed.
They examine the influence of selected parameters over a
wide range of configurations (by combining the uncertainty
of all the selected parameters). In this view, Sobol’s indices
method stands out for its ease of deployment and interpreta-
tion (47). In a nutshell, numerous combinations of param-
eter values are generated (about 120 thousands here), and
an ANOVA regression is conducted to determine the amount
of variance associated with each of the parameters and their
interactions. In our case, the selected parameters and their
ranges are presented in Table 5. A uniform sampling ap-
proach was used to draw parameter values from the presented
intervals before running the model. One should note that us-
ing this type of sequence is particularly conservative as ex-
treme configurations are as likely as central ones. Therefore,
it ensures the robustness of the conclusions drawn.

Symbol Description Range Unit

FSky Sky view factor [0.4 – 0.6] -
UIn Indoor air velocity [0.05 – 0.15] m/s
εIn Indoor emissivity [0.5 – 0.7] -
εmc Microalgae culture emissivity [0.8 – 1.0] -
εSur Surrounding emissivity [0.8 – 1.0] -

Table 5. Parameters selected for the Sobol’s indices analysis and their explored
range of variation. Samples drawn following a Sobol sequence

Figure 8 presents Sobol’s indices of the different parame-
ters for the main outputs of the simulation. Sobol’s indices
are ratios of variances; therefore, they weigh the relative con-
tribution of a parameter uncertainty with respect to the over-
all uncertainty. As they are relative contributions, it is also
important to report the absolute variation of the outcome of
interest. Therefore, the total variation (standard deviation)
induced by exploring the parameter values is also reported

(a) No Urban Heat Island model

(b) Constant Urban Heat Island Intensity of +2 °C

Fig. 7. Performance indicators for the variations of the Urban Heat Island Intensity
model
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9.2 Parameter-associated uncertainty

Fig. 8. Sobol’s indices in the reference configuration. Solid bars - first order indices. Shaded bars - second order indices. Almost empty bars - total order with confidence
interval

(values on the top of the bars). The first comment is that
these variations represent up to 7.4 % of the total daytime
(for example, 325 h versus 4412 h for the too-cold and too-
dark category). The second comment is that most of the un-
certainty originates from two parameters alone (solid bars)
and their interaction (shaded bars): the microalgae culture
emissivity and the building indoor emissivity. For the main
effects, the explanations are straightforward: a decrease of
the microalgae culture emissivity leads to an increase in of
the temperature of the biofaçade. Hence it lowers the num-
ber of low-temperature operating hours while increasing the
number of adequate ones. The same mechanisms, in the re-
versed way, applies to the building’s indoor emissivity. The
combined effect is at stake for the high-temperature episodes.
Indeed, their increase is conditioned by both a rise in indoor
emissivity and a fall in microalgae culture emissivity. Finally,
the reversed mechanism is responsible for the apparition of
sub-zero temperatures.

Three conclusions can be drawn from this analysis. First,
the uncertainty tied to parameter values overpasses the one
linked to the Urban Heat Island Intensity model. Second, the
most influential parameters are those describing the interac-
tion between the biofaçade and its host building. Third, the
repartition of the operating time between the six categories
can be deemed 7.4 % accurate, which can be deemed rela-
tively good. Indeed, while 7.4 % might seem non-negligible
in an engineering system, it is important to note that a bio-
façade combines engineering and biological systems. In bi-
ology, obtaining predictions that can be deemed 10 % (or be-

Fig. 9. Schematic representation of the considered microalgae biofaçade with dou-
ble glazing. The reported heat fluxes (Φ) are introduced in the text
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Fig. 10. Sobol’s indices in the double-glazing configuration. Solid bars - first order indices. Shaded bars - second order indices. Almost empty bars - total order with
confidence interval

low) accurate is very satisfactory.

9 3. Impact of system design
While Sobol’s indices analysis explores the impact of se-
lected parameter values, it does not cover important changes
in the biofaçade design itself. Among the possibilities
(wider microalgae cultivation tank, radiation-selective films
(48, 49), ...), the use of double-glazing (Fig. 9) is the most
obvious one (4). Yet, this type of change could modulate the
conclusions drawn in the previous Section. Hence, the same
analysis was performed to assess whether or not the former
conclusions relevantly extend over significant design modifi-
cations.

Figure 10 presents Sobol’s indices and the standard devi-
ations in the case of a biofaçade equipped with an external
double-glazing. As one can see, the building’s indoor emis-
sivity and the microalgae culture emissivity remain the most
influential parameters. Yet, the magnitude of their effect is
higher, which relates to the fact that double-glazing favors
a transition from too-cold to adequate and from adequate to
too-hot temperatures. The observation on the importance of
their interplay also stands. In a nutshell, subsequently modi-
fying the design modulates the extent of the previous conclu-
sions but does not hinder their validity. It is, therefore, im-
portant to better assess the value of those parameters. First,
microalgal suspension emissivity could be measured by dedi-
cated experiments. Selecting a low emissivity strain could be
favorable to limit heat loss when the surroundings are colder
than the façade (Fig. 3). Second, while little could be done to

change it, a field survey could be led to measure urban emis-
sivity values and their distribution. This action could allow
to explore more precisely the impact of this parameter.

10. Conclusion

This article presented the development of a model predict-
ing the thermal behavior of a microalgae biofaçade. Radia-
tive, convective, and conductive heat transfers, modulated by
actual weather data, and the biological response were mod-
eled and coupled to yield the most comprehensive biofaçade
model to date. After ensuring the convergence of the numer-
ical parameters (timestep, initial transient duration, ...) and
validating construction hypotheses, the model was applied to
an illustrative case: city of Marseille over the year 2020. An-
alyzing the results illustrated the model’s capabilities: from
the dissection of acute events to year-round performance pre-
diction. The numerical behavior of the model was then ana-
lyzed: the influence of the Urban Heat Island submodel (for
which confidence is low) was investigated, and a global sensi-
tivity analysis (Sobol’s indices) was led to assess the impact
of uncertain parameters. Even under conservative assump-
tions, the predictions of the model are 7.4 % of the total day-
time accurate. The parameter inducing the highest amount
of uncertainty are the microalgae culture emissivity and the
building indoor emissivity. Finally, the robustness of these
findings was confirmed by testing single vs. double-glazing
configurations. Consequently, it is with high confidence that
this model can be used, in a companion paper, to design a
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Fig. 11. Urban Heat Island temporal dynamics, observed (30) and reconstructed

biofaçade numerically.

11. Model availability
A Python implementation of the proposed model
is freely available at https://github.com/
victorpozzobon/biofaçade.
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Appendix - UHII(t) and UCII(t) reconstruction
Urban Heat Island temporal dynamic was reconstructed using
the works of Montavez, Lai, and their coworkers (29, 30).
Based on their observations, the UHII(t) dynamic was bro-
ken into three phases: 6 to 10 hours after sun dawn (taken
as 10 hours based on Montavez observation in Europe), the
UHII reaches its minimum (classically UHIIBasal = + 0.5
K). Then, the UHII rises to its maximum in about 5 hours
and stabilizes overnight. Mathematically, they are described
as a downward cosine (Eq. 26), an upward cosine (up to the
value given by Eq. 10, Eq. 27), and an overnight plateau (at
the value given by Eq. 10, Eq. 28). For each day, the new
value of UHII was evaluated. Then, the days were chained
together. Figure 11 compares experimental observations (30)
and numerical reconstruction (UHII of the previous day: 2.75
K, basal level: +0.5 K, UHII for the night to come: +2.5 K).
As one can see, the agreement can be deemed satisfactory.

UHII(t) = UHIIBasal

+ (UHIIPrevious day −UHIIBasal)

cos(π tSolar − tSun dawn
10 hours

) + 1

2

(26)

UHII(t) = UHIIBasal

+ (UHIICurrent day −UHIIBasal)

−cos(π tSolar − tSun dawn−10 hours
5 hours

) + 1

2
(27)

UHII(t) = UHIICurrent day (28)

In addition to the Urban Heat Island temporal dynamic,
the Urban Cold Island temporal dynamic was also modeled.
This phenomenon is the cold counterpart of the UHI. It hap-
pens transiently when the city mass is large enough to adsorb
incident heat in such a large amount that the city center tem-
perature is cooler than the closely rural area. This was iden-
tified in this work as when the UHII for a given day dropped
below the basal level of +0.5 K. Mathematically, it is also de-
scribed as three phases. First, a downward cosine (down to
the negative value of the UHII, Eq. 29), an upward cosine (up
to the basal value of +0.5 K, Eq. 30), and a plateau (at +0.5
K overnight (29), Eq. 31). With this model, Urban Heat and
Cold Island phenomena can be described and chained indis-
criminately.

UHII(t) = UHIICurrent day

+ (UHIIPrevious day −UHIICurrent day)

cos(π tSolar − tSun dawn
10 hours

) + 1

2
(29)
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UHII(t) = UHIICurrent day

+ (UHIIBasal−UHIICurrent day)

−cos(π tSolar − tSun dawn−10 hours
5 hours

) + 1

2
(30)

UHII(t) = UHIIBasal (31)

Nomenclature

Latin symbols Property Unit

A
First parameter of

Defraeye’s correlation
-

B
Second parameter of

Defraeye’s correlation W/m2/K

CC Cloud Cover factor -
Cp Specific heat J/kg/K

E
Elevation above the

ground
m

e Thickness m
F View factor -

f Aeration
VVM (Vessel
Volume per

Minute)
H Height m

h
Convective heat

transfer coefficient W/m2/K

I0
Incident

photosynthetically
active light intensity

µPhotonPAR/m2/s

I
Volume-averaged
photosynthetically

active light intensity
µPhotonPAR/m2/s

k Thermal conductivity W/m/K
L Characteristic length m

nX Number of X -
P Power W
Pr Prandtl number -
Re Reynolds number -
R Reflectivity -
Ra Rayleigh number -
r Surface roughness m

T Temperature
°C in the text /
K in formulas

t Time s
U Velocity m/s

UHII
Urban Heat Island

Intensity
K

w Width m
Y Relative humidity %
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